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Robots pursuing complex goals must plan paths according to several criteria of quality, including shortness, safety, speed and planning time. Many sources and kinds of knowledge, such as maps, procedures and perception, may be available or required. Both the quality criteria and sources of knowledge may vary widely over time, and in general they will interact. One approach to address this problem is to express all criteria and goals numerically in a single weighted graph, and then to search this graph to determine a path. Since this is problematic with symbolic or uncertain data and interacting criteria, we propose that what is needed instead is an integration of many kinds of planning capabilities. We describe a hybrid approach to integration, based on experiments with building simulated mobile robots using Soar, an integrated problem-solving and learning system. For flexibility, we have implemented a combination of internal planning, reactive capabilities and specialized tools. We illustrate how these components can complement each other’s limitations and produce plans which integrate geometric and task knowledge.
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Abstract

Robots pursuing complex goals must plan paths according to several criteria of quality, including shortness, safety, speed and planning time. Many sources and kinds of knowledge, such as maps, procedures and perception, may be available or required. Both the quality criteria and sources of knowledge may vary widely over time, and in general they will interact. One approach to address this problem is to express all criteria and goals numerically in a single weighted graph, and then to search this graph to determine a path. Since this is problematic with symbolic or uncertain data and interacting criteria, we propose that what is needed instead is an integration of many kinds of planning capabilities. We describe a hybrid approach to integration, based on experiments with building simulated mobile robots using Soar, an integrated problem-solving and learning system. For flexibility, we have implemented a combination of internal planning, reactive capabilities and specialized tools. We illustrate how these components can complement each other’s limitations and produce plans which integrate geometric and task knowledge.

1. INTRODUCTION

An autonomous mobile agent must plan and follow paths which are good fits to the problem at hand. For example, a short path is desirable for saving time or energy, but may be too expensive to compute exactly, and in hostile environments may often be unsafe. Many of the characteristics of the task and situation place requirements on the planning capabilities, as summarized in Table 1. Humans respond to this complexity by planning their motions in a wide range of ways, using learned routines, dead-reckoning corrected by landmark navigation, verbal or written instructions, and diverse kinds of maps. Animals also exhibit many methods for navigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task characteristic</th>
<th>Requirements on planning capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path quality criteria</td>
<td>Produce path which optimizes criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-critical situation</td>
<td>Plan path in real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain knowledge</td>
<td>Detect plan failure and replan, or use methods robust under uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinds of knowledge</td>
<td>Use method appropriate for representation and content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of environment</td>
<td>Use method appropriate for regularities, e.g., natural vs. man-made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with task planning</td>
<td>Produce path satisfying task constraints, e.g., path descriptions useful for task-planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of actions</td>
<td>Produce path satisfying action constraints, e.g., no sharp turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of sensing</td>
<td>Produce plan satisfying sensing constraints, e.g., include active sensing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Task characteristics place requirements on planning capabilities.
Current autonomous robots perform only simple tasks, and so require few of these capabilities, with the result that only one path-planning method is usually sufficient. However, as the complexity of tasks performed by future robots increases—for example, as required of a multi-function (semi-)autonomous household or search-and-rescue robot—more planning capabilities will also be needed by them. Different kinds of paths will be needed at different times, depending on the goals and environment, and may have to be produced in real-time. Several kinds and sources of knowledge will be available to the path planner, which in turn might have to provide different kinds of path descriptions to the task reasoner. Our hypothesis is that these complexities indicate that one planning method will not be sufficient, and instead a coordinated set of planning capabilities should be flexibly integrated with the task reasoner.

We have been testing this hypothesis in a simulated testbed, on tasks with several dynamically changing criteria and available sources of knowledge. Although our work is preliminary, it is apparent that there are tradeoffs involved in different integration strategies. At one extreme is the use of black-box path planners; that is, opaque subroutines which compute trajectories between destinations specified by the task reasoner. The trajectories are then passed unmodified to the action component. This approach works best in situations where (1) the knowledge required to plan a path is limited and separable from the task knowledge; (2) the planned path is only to be used for direct execution, and need not be understood (as for explanation or replanning purposes) by the task planner; (3) it is straightforward for the task planner to formulate the relevant planning criteria in a form usable by the black box; and (4) for every set of joint planning criteria, there is a black box that can handle the entire set. To the extent that (1) fails to hold, either the path planner will perform with an impoverished knowledge base or knowledge must be duplicated between the two "modules". To the extent that (2) fails to hold, the task planner must understand much about how the black box works in order to understand and make use of its output. To the extent that (3) fails to hold, the task planner is faced with a complex formulation task that may involve obscure translations of knowledge into forms understood by the black box. To the extent that (4) fails to hold, the task planner may have to partition the problem across multiple black boxes—or do more of the task itself—and then understand, adapt and merge the results returned by the various boxes.

At the other extreme is a single general path planner, fully integrated with the general task reasoner. In this case the planner is as appropriate as the robot’s knowledge allows, the development of the plan should be understandable, and there should be no extra formulation, translation, adaptation, or merging costs. However, for highly regular but computationally intensive tasks—which includes many special cases of the general path-planning task—black boxes can be much faster than general methods.

In this paper, we concentrate on a hybrid approach that combines the use of black-box path planners for specialized subtasks with a general planner that handles both the overall task plus additional path-planning subtasks. Essentially the general planner can be viewed as a combination of a task planner plus a set of glass-box path-planning specialists that share the task planner’s knowledge and control (and, as described later, learning abilities). The general planner is responsible for formulating path-planning problems; selecting specialists (of both the black-box and glass-box variety); and understanding, adapting, merging, and utilizing their results.

In the remainder of this paper we illustrate the hybrid approach via an example scenario (Section 2), describe a simulated agent that uses the hybrid approach to produce the behavior in the scenario (Section 3), describe its implementation within the Soar architecture (Section 4), return to the key issue of combining multiple path criteria (Section 5), and conclude (Section 6).
2. TRAVERSING WHILE EVADING

The overall task is a safe-traversal task with a two-agent pursuit-evasion component. The agent of interest — that is, the one to be controlled via a Soar-based hybrid (path-)planner — is an evasion agent that must travel between two points in a simulation environment, while evading a second agent (the pursuit agent) that is attempting to pursue and catch it. While still relatively simple, this task is rich enough to have significant spatial and non-spatial aspects (such as using a model of the pursuit agent); multiple sources of knowledge; and multiple, dynamically changing, path-planning criteria. These, and other, properties should become clearer as we go through the example scenario.

The simulation environment provides a continuous real-time ground world with obstacles (walls) which block movement and vision, and hills which obstruct vision. A metric map for the environment is available. Potential sources of uncertainty in the environment include inaccuracies in the map and limitations on vision and actions. The pursuit agent, which can be considered part of the environment as far as the evasion agent is concerned, has a simple behavioral control program to chase the evasion agent if it is visible, and to wander otherwise.

A trace of an example scenario can be seen in Figure 1. The thick horizontal and vertical lines are the walls. The dotted line plots the movement of the pursuit agent, and the thin line plots the movement of the evasion agent. EA start and PA start indicate the start locations of the evasion and pursuit agent respectively. The star marked with EA goal indicates the goal location of the evasion agent. Initially the evasion agent plans a safe, short route to its goal: safe in that it attempts to avoid potential ambush places with poor escape possibilities. It thus avoids moving close to ends of walls, which can serve as ambush points. While executing the planned path, the evasion agent perceives the pursuit agent — the point labeled as PA visible. Simultaneously, the pursuit agent perceives the evasion agent. The evasion agent reacts immediately by starting to run away, while simultaneously deciding whether to hide or continue towards the goal. Here it chooses to hide, heuristically selecting a hiding place and generating a plan by which to get there. It then starts following the plan to the hiding place, with the pursuit agent attempting to chase it down. In this case, the evasion agent is successful in hiding behind the vertical wall shown, i.e., the pursuit agent is unable to see it. In general, the hiding strategies can be more complex than the one shown here — without the vertical wall, the evasion agent would have attempted to hide behind the horizontal wall in the top, right-hand corner.

Figure 1: Example Scenario: EA is the evasion agent and PA is the pursuit agent.

Once at its hiding place, the evasion agent has several options as to what to do next. The first option is to continue to run
away. This option is chosen if the pursuit agent is still visible, and thus likely to still be in pursuit. The second option is to simply race directly to the goal via the shortest path (ignoring safety and all other considerations). Then, if the evasion agent can get safely to its goal, it will. This option is chosen if it is estimated that the evasion agent could get to its goal before being chased down by the pursuit agent (based on a simple model of the pursuit agent). The third option is to wait a while at the hiding spot, giving the pursuit agent a chance to wander off. This option is taken if the pursuit agent is known to be very close to the goal, disallowing the evasion agent from reaching it. The fourth option is to replan a safe, short path from the current position to the goal location. While replanning, the last seen position of the pursuit agent is taken into account — the pursuit agent takes time to wander away from its last seen position. This fourth option is the one taken here. Figure 2 shows the replanned path in the scenario. This replanned path is a longer detour to the goal, but it avoids the area around the pursuit agent, and allows the evasion agent to reach its goal safely. However, had the pursuit agent again intercepted the evasion agent, then the evasion agent would have repeated the cycle of hiding and replanning. Note that the evasion agent stores the result of all its planning activity in its memory. As a result, when re-confronted with similar later situations, the stored plans directly provide results, and thus avoid any planning effort.

Figure 2: Replanning to reach the goal (scenario continued from Figure 1).

This scenario demonstrates how a number of the capabilities listed in Table 1 are required (and provided) by the evasion agent: planning paths for multiple quality criteria (plan length, obstacle avoidance, planning time, safety from (ambush by) a currently invisible adversary, and safety from an adversary in close pursuit); real-time planning (planning to hide, particularly in combination with a "running away" behavior); coping with uncertainty (about the other agent's location); use of several kinds of knowledge (a map, visual input, previous plans, heuristics, and an adversary model); and interaction with task planning. Some paths must meet several different criteria at the same time (such as path length and safety from a currently invisible adversary or path length and planning time), and the task requires paths with different sets of criteria at different times. The determination of safety involves analysis of possible ambush points and situation assessment to figure out what tactics the pursuit agent is using as well as counterplanning to offset those tactics (currently we assume a single tactic; addressing the issue of multiple tactics is an interesting issue for future work). Thus the evaluation function used by the path planners is a combination of spatial reasoning and agent modeling. Similarly, costs of actions vary with the situation; for example, hitting an obstacle when the pursuit agent is close is worse than hitting it otherwise.

Path planning in this scenario also uses different sources of knowledge in different ways. Planning a short, safe path can be done with just the map, but if vision or memory supplies the approximate location of the pursuit agent, that information
together with expectations about the pursuit agent's behavior can be used to mark the pursuit agent's predicted locations as unsafe. Planning to hide uses both the map and the other agent's location, whereas the racing planner only uses the map.

3. THE HYBRID EVASION AGENT

The evasion agent's design is shown in Figure 3. It is constructed as a general task reasoner, plus a set of path-planning methods that are each specialized with respect to particular combinations of quality criteria. There are two glass-box specialists (a safety planner and a hiding planner), three black-box behaviors for (moving to an unobstructed destination, avoiding walls, and running away), and a black-box racing planner. The generalist invokes the specialists (both glass-box and black-box) by a switch, based on the situation. The specialists do not currently communicate directly with each other.

The safety planner is invoked at the beginning of the task, and whenever replanning is chosen at a hiding place. It heuristically searches for a short, safe path from its current position to the goal position. The search is based on a map in which free space has been decomposed into regions between walls. Safety is then determined by the distance from possible ambush points — that is, from the ends of walls behind which the agent cannot see — and the space that is available for running away. If some approximate information about the pursuit agent is available, then that is used in determining safety as well. The search uses a greedy heuristic based on distance to the goal to order the safe regions at each choice point. In the process, the agent's learning mechanism stores away new rules that capture the results of searching the tree of paths, so the planner speeds up with experience. The final phase of the safety planner is to transform the generated sequence of regions into a sequence of midpoints of the edges of the regions. These edge midpoints form the ultimate plan to be followed.

The hiding planner is invoked while the evasion agent is running away from the pursuit agent (i.e., the "running away"
behavior is active). It uses a set of heuristics based on the relative location of the pursuit agent and the nearby walls to generate potential hiding places. It then plans paths to the potential hiding points, but using a very different strategy than is used by the safety path planner. The safety path-planner is concerned with safety from a currently invisible adversary, about whom only some approximate information (if any) is available. In contrast, the hiding planner is concerned with safety from an adversary that is in visible range, and in close pursuit. Thus, for hiding it is important that the planning proceed quickly, and that the plan get the agent to its hiding place quickly. To generate a plan quickly, the hiding planner relies on pre-computed abstract plans which are instantiated for all the potential hiding positions. The instantiated plans are pruned and ranked, and the best one is executed. The abstract plans themselves are geared towards allowing the evasion agent to hide quickly, so as to allow it to move to its destination quickly. One aspect of this is that the abstract plans have success and failure conditions associated with them that help determine when they should be terminated early. If the plan succeeds prematurely, it can simply be terminated. If the plan fails prematurely, then it is abandoned and a new one is instantiated and executed. The other aspect of this is that, in contrast to safety plans which suggest moves between region-edge midpoints — to avoid obstacles and ambush points — hiding plans suggest moves between region-edge points that are close to walls, in order to minimize travel time. Thus, the hiding and safety planners use different strategies to convert regions into sequence of points, according to the relevant criteria — safety and shortness. Other approaches to converting a sequence of regions into a sequence of points are possible as well, e.g., making a heuristic adjustment to reduce jaggedness and other costs, or using a guaranteed minimal-length path planner.

The racing planner is invoked while the evasion agent is hidden, in order to determine the shortest path from the hiding position to the goal. It is implemented by the visibility-graph algorithm, using a map of grown obstacles (the robot is assumed to be circular). The racing planner is invoked if the goal and the pursuit agent are known to be in opposite directions, given the current position of the evasion agent, e.g., if the goal is to the north-east of the evasion agent, while the pursuit agent is to its south-west. The assumption here is that such a situation will allow the evasion agent to quickly reach the goal without worrying about safety. However, this heuristic may fail, making the path unsafe, e.g., in the above example, the only way to travel north-east may be first to travel south-west. We are currently exploring methods to address this possibility: the path output by the racing planner may need to be modified for safety; or the racing planner may be modified to provide multiple paths, and the unsafe ones rejected.

To maintain the uniformity of the system description, it is useful (and not terribly inappropriate) to think of behaviors — such as moving to an unobstructed destination, avoiding walls, and running away — as (degenerative) black-box path planners (and executors). The "moving to an unobstructed destination" behavior is invoked when a destination has been specified by one of the three high-level planners. It essentially plans the intermediate points on the path, while coping robustly with uncertainty along the way. The "avoiding walls" behavior is invoked when the evasion agent nears a wall. This rarely happens when following a safety plan, but can (and does) occur when following hiding and racing plans. The behavior is implemented as a variant of the potential fields approach, in which the walls exert repulsive forces. The running away behavior is invoked when the pursuit agent is seen. It immediately causes the evasion agent to reverse direction if it is currently heading in the general direction of the pursuit agent. This buys time while hiding plans are being instantiated and selected.

Though, in general, the behavioral approach can be problematic due to the presence of local minima, in practice we have not found this to be a problem when used in conjunction with the other planners. We have found the behaviors to be particularly useful in coping with small-scale uncertainty and in allowing reasonable — though not deeply insightful — behavior to occur in parallel with planning.
4. IMPLEMENTING THE EVASION AGENT

The Soar architecture\(^{11,12}\) provides the basis for the construction of the general planner and its associated glass-box planners, in addition to providing the basic capabilities for planning, acting, reacting, and learning. It also provides the basis for the integration of the glass-box planners. Many different kinds of tasks have been programmed in Soar, including expert systems, natural language interpretation, video game players, robot control and visual attention\(^{13,14,12,15}\). Tasks in Soar are organized into problem spaces; i.e., sets of operators which transform states. Problem solving progresses as a sequence of decisions that select problem spaces, states, and operators, and apply operators. These decisions are driven by a recognition memory consisting of a parallel production system. If a decision cannot be made — because the immediate knowledge is inadequate — an impasse occurs and Soar creates a subgoal in which planning and other kinds of search can occur recursively. Soar automatically learns from these impasses by saving chunks that record a generalized form of the experience in working on a problem\(^{16}\). Input and output with the external world occurs asynchronously with decision-making, and passes through the same working memory as internal knowledge. Many standard problem solving methods have been shown to emerge naturally from programming task knowledge in Soar\(^{17}\).

The generalist and its associated glass-box specialists are all realized as Soar problem spaces and thus fully share knowledge and control (and learning). If these specialists were implemented as black boxes, the possible improvement in speed would have to be traded off with costs of providing them input in the right format (particularly with respect to the pursuit agent) and translating the results produced by them. For example, the safety-from-attack criterion is currently computed dynamically using non-geometric knowledge (a model of the pursuit agent’s likely behavior) and is combined with other criteria in a non-linear fashion. This evaluation changes depending on information about the pursuit agent. If this were implemented as a black-box, information about the pursuit agent and its likely behavior would have to be communicated to the black-box after translating the information into a format understood by the black-box. This communication would have to be done each time any new information about the pursuit agent became available.

Black-box methods and tools are integrated into Soar via I/O modules. The racing planner is constructed as a separate software system that Soar communicates with via a specially-constructed communication module. While this interaction has been quite simple so far, we are currently investigating more complex interactions with this planner. This topic — the use of external tools by intelligent systems such as Soar — has been analyzed by Newell and Steier\(^{18}\), who defined six capabilities required: formulate-subtask, create-input, convert-output, interpret-result, operate-black-box, and simulate-black-box. The last one emphasizes that the task agent must have some expectation of what the black box does, just as people make ballpark estimates when using a calculator.

The black-box behaviors — moving to an unobstructed destination, avoiding walls, and running away — are all implemented directly as I/O modules (implemented in C), rather than as separate software systems.

5. COMBINING MULTIPLE PATH-CRITERIA

There are a large number of issues raised by the hybrid approach and its instantiation in the evasion agent, including how (and if) it can provide all of the task characteristics listed in Table 1. An in-depth discussion of all of these is beyond the scope of this paper. So we will have to be satisfied here with returning to just one of the key items: combining multiple quality criteria.

The most common approach to building path planners that can handle multiple quality criteria is to express the criteria numerically and combine them with a weighted linear sum. This has been used to combine distance and safety from obstacles\(^{19,7}\), and in the Weighted Region Planner (WRP) approach\(^{20}\). However, the underlying assumptions of independent criteria and context-free combination have many problems. First, some criteria are not easily expressed numerically (e.g., safety from an intelligent enemy) and doing so hides the task knowledge in the evaluation function, and is thus hard to explain and acquire. Often the numbers are just relatively crude approximations to the true symbolic criteria.
such as 'better', 'safe', 'short'. Second, even if the criteria are easily expressed numerically, it often makes no sense to add them since their actual combination may be a complex function of the context.

Multiple-criteria optimization has been extensively studied in Operations Research and we suspect that more complex combination strategies will need to be implemented in path planning as the required tasks become more complex. One example of this from existing work in path planning is the Vector Field Histogram method of obstacle avoidance. It uses the same concept of attractors and repulsors as the potential field method, but rejects the latter's weighted linear sum. Another example comes from work in terrain navigation: in Denton and Froeberg's system, each grid in a map is evaluated according to each criterion (such as mobility, concealment, and lethality), and these criteria are combined according to expert rules. An optimal route is then found by dynamic programming.

The approach we have taken in constructing the evasion agent is to organize the overall set of criteria used by the agent into multiple sets of conjunctive criteria. Each conjunctive set specifies a set of criteria that can be simultaneously active, and each such set is handled by a specialized path planner. For instance, the hiding planner handles the criteria of short plan-time, safety from a visible adversary in close pursuit, obstacle avoidance, and path length; while the safety planner handles safety from ambush by a currently invisible adversary, obstacle avoidance, and path length. Choice among the sets of criteria is handled by the task planner — it chooses criteria by choosing a specialized planner. Combination among the conjunctive sets is handled by the respective specialized planners. In particular, the safety and hiding planners use particular lexicographic orderings — the safety planner first filters out any path that violates either safety from ambush or obstacle avoidance, and then chooses among the remaining plans according to their length, and the hiding planner effectively filters out all plans that cannot be generated quickly and then picks among the remaining ones based on distance — while the avoid-walls behavior uses a simple summation of the potential fields generated by the various obstacles. The other planners are all single criterion planners.

As the tasks get more complex, and the need to respond more flexibly increases, we would ultimately expect this simple mapping of sets of criteria onto individual planners to break down. When this happens, the general planner will either need to handle the entire task itself, or it will need to be able to break down its sets of conjunctive criteria into subsets that can be handled by what specialized methods it does have, and then understand the results provided by the specialists so as to be able to combine them into a single solution reflecting the entire set (while perhaps handling some of the criteria itself).

Though it is not at all clear at this point how to do this in general, there are at least some approaches that have proven successful for particular special cases. Miller and Schubert, and Kambhampati et al. have shown how a general-purpose planner can combine the results from multiple specialist planners, if the generalist is a least-commitment planner and the specialists always formulate their results as constraints. In Denton and Froeberg's system, the path found by dynamic programming is passed to a method which evaluates it according to certain global mission criteria and modifies it as needed. During execution, a third method then uses a local evaluation function to further modify the plan and change the robot's actions.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have argued that an intelligent robot should integrate a number of different kinds of path-planning capabilities, and we have described and demonstrated one instance of such an integration. There is, however, still much to be done in producing a system that integrates together a set of planners capable of fully satisfying the requirements listed in Table 1. We focused in some detail here on the issues raised by one of these requirements — the combination of multiple path criteria — but at least as many issues are raised by others, such as the use of methods that are appropriate for a wide range of available knowledge. For example, more diverse sources of knowledge will require different planning methods — such as landmark navigation using instructions — and many more opportunities to use black boxes may be identified (such as using Voronoi diagrams to stay away from obstacles). It is also critical to better understand the trade-offs in using
general planners, glass-box specialists and black boxes; and also to understand how a range of such planners should interact to provide effective performance in a range of complex tasks within richly structured, dynamic environments.
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